




Basic GOOGLE TRANSLATE of LETTER from Polish to English 

Wroclaw September 10, 1967 

Dear Sir 

Unfortunately, despite the best efforts I managed not visited you generously as 
the Lord himself planned to, so now I try to fix it somehow correspond neyjna 
road and passes a handful of interesting information on your topic. 

1-Lazik. 

The activities of Lazik before turning on his patrol to branch Zawisza I am 
unfortunately very little known, what is more, my colleagues in the branch 
Zawisza, with whom to talk about it I could also not generally available to Damian, 
on whose activities you probably know a lot more in March 1944 the year when 
the branch was re-organized as if the tragedy Przyslopie. Pseudonyms of the 
period of self-activity Lazik  unfortunately I am not able to specify the Lord - just 
nothing about it some do not. 

 

2 - Foreigners.  

Hubert / Hubert Brooks / and John / John Duncan / were in the care  of Zawisza 
the autumn of 1945 / came in November unless / until roughly the end of 
September 1944, when it came to Borowy  to tzw.sztabu pulku.Tam as they were 
by the end of , tzn.do January 20, 1945. 

Hubert was a Canadian air force pilot officer, John a Scottish non-commissioned 
officer, a sergeant, and he had behind him an internship in the colonial forces in 
India.  Both escaped from a POW camp in the vicinity of the Reich Lublinc. Contact 
with the Polish underground were established in Czestochochowie and from there 
they were sent to Podhale.  Both spoke Polish, Hubert better, John somewhat  
worse but his strong Scottish accent made his Polish very funny. 

They were very brave men and bravely took part in all actions the branch carried 
out in the period from winter 1943 to September 1944 and has always 



participated in a prominent and active  manner. Examples such as  Przysłop on 
February 44, in Kamienicy in the July 44, at Kasina (Kasinie)  in August 44 

Hubert was a very handsome dark haired man with slightly slanted eyes, John 
curly, red hair. 

Both went to the regimental headquarters branch in September 44 years I find it 
hard to say exactly something of their activities at the time, I know that there 
were some Americans cared for in August / the crew of the aircraft transferred to 
regimental headquarters of Lampart /.  

John was standing with raised upwards with your hands and whispering to Siwy - 
"a German, shoot Siwy, shoot" - Siwy, who stood behind him he could somehow 
get out and shoot guns, and both using the happily surprise the nave. 

Hubert and John found themselves on the front line in Limanow where they 
volunteered to authorities, later saw them in N Sacz Odessa and finally Hubert 
went back to England, now lives in Canada, is a major aviation rumored / but it 
can and rumor /he then wrote about his experiences in Podhale, the  current fate 
of John is not exactly known to me, there were rumors that he was dead, others 
that he is now also in Canada. 

In addition to these two, who are naturally retained in our memory, there were 
other foreigners, but they played, without disrespect, smaller roles. 

 

Schweik - officer, unless the lieutenant, some claim that the Czech Slowak others 
remember him from the period September-October 1944 he took part in attack 
on the old Slovakian border post above Lesnica Jago where his language skills 
were easier for us to open the door of the police station, because he just started 
to talk to the Czech to asking "who's there" BVI. 

Italians Mario and Stella - Mario was Italian officer, ran away from the eastern 
front of the Italian Legion, came from northern Italy whereas Stella was a 
Southerner, an ordinary soldier, during the late autumn of 1944  she was with us 
as a cook. While Mario was doing b favorable impression and have any combat 



badges of Stella so it's not interesting, just zadekowal August with us wanting to 
somehow last at the end of the war. Note that there is not one of them took part 
in some action. As I heard the way Mario came to us was apparently very 
complicated but I myself any details on this subject I can not specify Both arrived 
in August with us somewhere in the October-December period of 1944 . 

Franz - an Austrian, a Wehrmacht soldier, who had deserted and found himself 
with us also somewhere in the fall of 1944. Franz was in the 1st Battalion of the 
other companions in the raid and fighting Szczawa in January 1945, he was 
wounded by a grenade shell splinters leg. 

 

This would be more or less everything about aliens in our department. They were 
back in the summer of 1944 we released prisoners of the council months, unless 
they were of fifteen and were handed over in August 1944. Soviet partisans. 
Some, moreover, went away from us being happily fine. They were also, and the 
above-mentioned Americans with straconeg aircraft but these were handed over 
to the regimental headquarters and contact with us was rare. 

I'm not sure if the information provided in May is of any value, is that what you 
mean, even if you want something else please ask, I will try to respond faster than 
ever before. 

Yours sincerely and cordial greetings. 

 

Arch MNS 12305 
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